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1 Introduction
1.1

Role and objectives of the PEDR

The main objective of MICROPROD’s dissemination activities is to ensure a lasting scientific,
policy and societal impact of the project. More specifically, the five expected impacts of
MICROPROD are to:
>
>
>
>
>

Bring about new statistical advances
Improve the European statistical systems
Improve policy design in key economic areas
Foster new economic policy thinking
Address key concerns of citizens in Europe

These objectives outline several target groups that MICROPROD’s results will reach, and that
are detailed in this Plan for the Exploitation, Dissemination and Communication of the
Results (PEDR). These target groups include policy-makers, statistical institutes, policyinfluencers, academics, firms, as well as EU citizens.
> Funding: EU Horizon 2020’s Transformations-14-18 call ‘Supply and demandoriented economic policies to boost robust growth in Europe – Addressing the social
and economic challenges in Europe’ (Societal Challenges 6).
> Project period: 1 January 2019 – 31 December 2021

The following flowchart describes the way MICROPROD’s results are to be exploited,
disseminated and communicated to reach its target groups.
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Exploitation, Dissemination and Communication are defined as follows, following European
Commission’s guidelines:
> Exploitation entails the use of MICROPROD’s results in the scientific and
policymaking communities. The project will provide improved measurement of
productivity and data to researchers, and potentially shift the policymaking approach
to productivity.
> Dissemination means sharing the project’s results with potential users; in this case,
peers in the scientific community, statistical institutes, and policymakers.
Dissemination contributes to scientific progress by pushing the research frontier.
> Communication implies promoting the action and its results by providing
information to multiple audiences, including the media and the general public.
Communication is designed in a strategic an effective manner, and will differently
address the project’s various target audiences (see infra). In a nutshell,
Communication consists in the practical tools and the use of specific channels to
support Dissemination.

The main elements of MICROPROD’s PEDR are the following:
> Effective communication to support exploitation (see flowchart);
> Actively liaising and engaging with other relevant projects, both completed ones
and currently running ones, including those funded under the H2020
Transformations-14-2018 call;
> Actively engaging with Pilot-NSIs;
> Exploiting synergies with CompNet, including improvements of its micro-based
dataset as well as interaction with its Advisory Board of top scholars;
> Exploiting synergies with other European or global initiatives and actors with
similar objectives, e.g. OECD and national productivity boards, through mutual
invitations to workshops and conferences to foster knowledge spillovers;
> Actively targeting ‘receptive national institutes’ to accelerate the adoption of the
MICROPROD measurement approach; maximising the pre-existing links CompNet has
with many European statistical institutes and central banks;
> Targeting key academic networks, conferences and journals (special journal issues)
with a strategy to widen the debate on productivity measurement and its policy
implications and the MICROPROD interpretation of how to address these challenges.
This will generate new knowledge and research activities.
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1.2
Name

Ms Mirja
Hälbig

Ms Maria
Demertzis

Ms
Pauline
Chetail

Mr
Giuseppe
Porcaro

Ms
Evghenia
Scripnic

Roles and responsibilities
Organisation

Role

IWH

Mirja Hälbig will supervise the organisation of the
workshops with Pilot NSIs and will be involved in the Task
7.1.2 – Uptake of the project’s results. Since the CompNet
network is hosted at IWH, Mirja will also be facilitating the
collaboration between MICROPROD and CompNet, as part
of Task 7.1.3 – Development of synergies with relevant
stakeholders and existing initiatives.

Bruegel

Principal investigator, leader of WP6 and WP7
In WP7, she will provide the general direction for the
organisation of the scientific conference and the policy
events taking place at Bruegel, and the dissemination of the
policy papers and notes.

Bruegel

Pauline Chetail provides support to Dr Demertzis and the
whole Bruegel team in coordinating Bruegel’s activities in
WPs 2 to 7.

Bruegel

Giuseppe Porcaro supports Dr Demertzis with the overall
coordination of WP7 activities. In particular, he will take the
lead in the definition of the PEDR (Task 7.1.1), he will share
Bruegel’s expertise in communication with support to the
set-up of MICROPROD’s communication tools (Task 7.2) and
lead the dissemination activities that Bruegel is in charge of
(Task 7.3).

UCL

Evghenia Scripnic will mainly be involved in Task 7.2 –
Building tools to communicate on the project’s results. She
is in charge of setting up and updating the project website
and managing the mailing lists. Evghenia is also responsible
for producing communication tools such as leaflet, poster,
infographics document and a 2-minute 2D animation video
to introduce the project.
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1.3

Data management

The data collected and used by MICROPROD will be managed as follows:
> Macro-economic data, firm-level data and micro-based data are treated as part of
the Data Management Plan (D1.1, part of WP1, led by Filippo di Mauro);
> Personal data are treated as part of the ethics deliverables D9.1 to D9.6 from WP9.
In particular, D9.1, D9.2 and D9.4 (constituting MICROPROD’s data protection policy)
clarify the procedures in place to ensure our target audiences’ personal data
protection.

1.4

Status and revisions

The dissemination team will elaborate and follow up the dissemination plan’s measures
under the direction of the Scientific Coordinator. The plan will be discussed with the
Management Support Team and adopted by the General Assembly within the first six
months of the project. Status reports and revisions/adjustments will be discussed in the
Management Support Team on an annual basis, and submitted as deliverables (D7.2 and
D7.3, as per the MICROPROD Grant Agreement).
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2 Engaging with our target audiences and external groups
2.1

Our target audiences

The project’s output will be aimed at one or several of the following target audiences:
Target audience

Description

Policy-makers

> National level: policy-makers in the executive and legislative
branch concerned with economic policy matters, but also with
R&D, education, etc., member states’ central banks,
productivity boards
> European level: European Commission (DG ECFIN, DG EMPL,
DG FISMA, DG GROW, JRC and DG TAXUD), European
Parliament; European Central Bank; relevant agencies.

Statistical
institutes

> National level: pilot-NSIs, other member states’ NSIs (the aim
is to reach out and interact with all member states’ NSIs,
beyond MICROPROD’s consortium and pilot-NSIs’ countries)
> European level: Eurostat
> Global level: OECD

Policy-influencers

> Trade Unions
> Business and Industry Associations
> Expert consultants working on productivity

Academics

Interaction with academics will be critical to feed in the scholarly
debate on the measurement of productivity as well as to validate
our results and ensure they are of the highest quality. Academics in
our target audience come from a wide range of universities, and we
will in particular exchange with academics in our External Scientific
Advisory Board.

Firms

Interactions with firms will be critical to better understand the
potential and implementation of new technologies.

EU citizens

EU citizens as a whole are another target audience of MICROPROD.
Results will be made available on MICROPROD’s website, feeding
and informing civil society’s debates on productivity and industrial
policy.
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2.2

External groups

On top of these target audiences, the project will work closely with three external groups
that will hold an advisory and consultative role, and participate in tailor-made events and
meetings.
Objective:
> Get specific feedback from a sample of the project’s primary target audiences;
> Ensure the project’s output’s scientific soundness and “implementability”.
Target group: SEG, ESAB, NSIs
Responsible: IWH

2.2.1

Pilot National Statistical Institutes (NSIs)

External group

Description

Pilot National
Statistical
Institutes (NSIs)

In addition to Germany (through the participation of DESTATIS as
project partner), MICROPROD will engage with five pilot national
statistical institutes, from Denmark, The Netherlands, Hungary,
Poland and France).
Collaboration with pilot NSIs will allow to identify early on the
necessary conditions and obstacles to the implementation of the
project’s approach, as well as to receive feedback on how to
improve statistical data availability and integration.

The meetings dedicated to pilot NSIs will take the form of workshops, and will be organised
early in the project. Two workshops are planned.
Meetings

Details

Pilot-NSIs
workshop 1

These workshops aim at engaging
directly with statistical institutes in
order to a) identify obstacles and
framework conditions for the
implementation of MICROPROD’s
approach, and b) receive feedback on
the way to improve statistical data
availability and integration.

Pilot-NSIs
workshop 2

When
May 2019

Sept 2019

Partner
Lead: IWH
@IWH

Lead: IWH
@VU

> Target output KPI:
o 2 workshops with the 4 pilot-NSIs,
o Publication of a final Handbook
> Target audience KPI: engagement with an extra 10 NSIs by the end of the project
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2.2.2

Stakeholders Engagement Group (SEG)

External group

Description
MICROPROD will also create a group of volunteer “end-users”,
supporters and onlookers who are interested in the project’s
findings. This group (of up to 50 people) includes namely:
> representatives of CompNet

Stakeholders
Engagement
Group (SEG)

> representatives of past Framework Programmes and current
H2020 projects
> relevant projects, as well as the further 2 funded projects
under the Transformations-14-2018 call: GLOBALINTO and
GROWINPRO
> central banks and other national-level institutions (and other
non-pilot NSIs)
> European and International institutions (Eurostat, OECD, etc.)
relevant staff
> EC (and EU institutions) relevant staff

Meetings for the SEG may be organised, when possible, back-to-back with MICROPROD
policy events or scientific conferences. Four SEG meetings are planned. The first would take
place in month 12 (Dec 2019), and the other three meetings will span the whole length of
the project.
Meetings

Details

When

Partner

SEG meeting 1

On top of meeting at policy events
and scientific conferences, 2-hour
SEG meetings may be organised in
parallel to these events (conditional
on the presence of enough SEG
members). Minutes will be made
available, if needed, under Chatham
House rules.

Dec 2019

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

June 2020

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

Dec 2020

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

June 2021

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

SEG meeting 2
SEG meeting 3
SEG meeting 4

> Target output KPI: 4 SEG meetings
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2.2.3

External Scientific Advisory Board (ESAB)

External group

External Scientific
Advisory Board
(ESAB)

Description
The ESAB consists of a panel of 6 external experts, whose combined
expertise cover the project’s full scope. The Board evaluates the
project’s progress with regards to its scientific plan and time scale. It
will also provide feedback on scientific output, and participate in
some of the project’s events. ESAB’s members are:
> Carol Corrado, The Conference Board
> Sebnem Kalemli-Ozcann, University of Maryland
> Kalina Manova, University College London
> Beata Smarzynska Javorcik, University of Oxford
> Marcel Timmer, University of Groeningen
> Philippe Aghion, Harvard University (tbc)

The meetings dedicated to the ESAB will be organised by default remotely, or, when
possible, back-to-back with MICROPROD policy events or scientific conferences. Six ESAB
meetings are planned; they will take place roughly every six months, starting month six of
the project (June 2019).
Type

Details

ESAB meeting 1

By default, ESAB meetings
will happen remotely; but
they will be as often as
possible organised back-toback with MICROPROD
events, in particular scientific
conferences.
ESAB members will assess
the project’s progress and
commitment to the planned
timeline. They could also be
asked to punctually review
the project’s outputs.

ESAB meeting 2
ESAB meeting 3
ESAB meeting 4
ESAB meeting 5
ESAB meeting 6

Timeline

Partner

Status

July-August
2019

Lead: IWH
remote

?

Dec 2019

Lead: IWH
remote

?

June 2020

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

Pending

March 2021

Lead: IWH
@UB

Pending

June 2021

Lead: IWH
remote

Pending

Dec 2021

Lead: IWH
@UCL

Pending

> Target output KPI: 6 ESAB meetings
> Target audience KPI: each member of the board attends at least one MICROPROD
event
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3 Project identity
3.1

Identity

All of MICROPROD’s visual identity elements (logos, colour palette, templates) are gathered
in the project’s Teams folder accessible here1. The main elements are displayed below.

Figure 1: MICROPROD's logo, large version

Figure 2: MICROPROD's logo, small version

Figure 3: MICROPROD's colour palette and references

1

Internal Link
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Objectives:
> Create an identity for MICROPROD to be visible and recognisable;
> Ensure homogeneity and coherence of the project’s outputs
Target group: All
Responsible: Bruegel
Actions

Details

When

Partner Status

MICROPROD’s logo2

Jan
2019

Bruegel

Colour palette, font scheme,
and graphic elements3

Jan
2019

Bruegel

Powerpoint presentation
template

March
2019

Bruegel

Word document template

March
2019

Bruegel

Deliverable template

March
2019

UCL

March
2019

Expected to be
delivered with the
Bruegel publication of the
1st Brief at M24
(Dec. 2020)

Completed

Visual identity

Templates

Policy brief template

2

Internal link

3

Ibid.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
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3.2

Project presentation tools

Objectives:
> informing the public about the general objectives, partners and expected impact of
the project;
> support participants in disseminating the project when participating or presenting at
our own or external conferences.
Target group: All
Responsible: Bruegel
Type

Leaflet and presentation
tools
Various presentation tools
will be made available to
partners for dissemination
when participating in
internal or external events

Details

When

Partner Status

Project leaflet

June 2019

UCL

Completed
Completed

Poster

June 2019

UCL

2-min 2D
animation

June 2019

UCL

Infographics

When
relevant

UCL

(Roll-up banner,
2 are available at
Bruegel and IWH)
Complete

Target output KPI: print 1,000 copies of the leaflet initially (100+ per partner)
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4 Communication channels
Objectives:
> Effectively reach out and disseminate MICROPROD’s output not only to insiders, but
also to non-specialised audiences, and ultimately to the general public.
> Ensure the accessibility of the project’s research and results
Target group: All
Responsible: Bruegel

4.1
Type

Website
Details

MICROPROD’s website
(microprod.eu) will be the main tool
for research dissemination, news and
events for all target audiences. All
outputs will be made available during
and up to at least three years after
the project ends. It will be a major
channel for both internal and
Website external communication.

A password protected area of the
website will allow partners to access
agreements, templates, PEDR, etc.

When

Partner Status
Completed

April
2019

April
2019

UCL

UCL

Another (more
secure) solution has
been chosen by the
consortium; internal
documents are
shared through
Microsoft Teams and
SharePoint

Target KPI: 1,000 views per publication, 100,000 visits per year
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4.2
Type

Newsletter

Newsletter
Details

When

General mailing list: anyone
from the public can sign up
to MICROPROD’s newsletter
and receive regular news
and updates.

Quarterly
(April, July,
October,
January)

SEG mailing list: the
contacts who are part of the
SEG are invited to join the
project’s general mailing list
to receive updates. On top
of the newsletter’s
information, SEG members
will receive targeted info
such as drafts of
publications, invitations to
SEG meetings.

When
relevant

Partner

Status
In progress
A mailing list and
model newsletter
have been created
on MailChimp; an
initial list of
contacts has been
established.

UCL,
Bruegel,
Pending approval
IWH
of ethics (in
particular GDPR)compliant rules for
MICROPROD.

Target output KPI: newsletter sent at least quarterly from start of the project

Monitoring:
Links to each newsletter (and main metrics/stats to be retrieved from Mailchimp) to be
added here

4.3

Social media

Type

Details

When

Partner

Status

Social
media

Twitter: no Twitter account will be
created for MICROPROD; instead,
the project’s results and updates
will be shared on the partners’
active and largely-followed Twitter
accounts.

April
2019

All

Pending
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LinkedIn: company page created,
will be used to post updates,
newsletters items, blog posts; if
interest, creation of a discussion
group

April
2019

Tbc

Pending

Other channels: Facebook might
be considered, and become part of
a future update of the PEDR

April
2019

Tbc

Pending

> Target audience KPI: community of 5,000 individuals
engaged with the project

4.4
Type

Blog
Details
MICROPROD will exploit partners’
(esp. Bruegel’s) existing audience to
disseminate project results in
diverse and accessible formats, as
well as in languages other than
English.

Blog

Blog posts on Bruegel’s blog will
present some of the project results
in a compact and incisive manner,
stirring up discussion and making it
available for external stakeholders.

When

Partner

Bruegel,
when
UB, MTArelevant
KRTK

Status

Pending

Blog posts will be further
disseminated through LinkedIn and
the website4.
> Target output KPI: 10 blog posts
> Target audience KPI: 1,500 views per blog post
Monitoring:
Links to each blog post (and main metrics/stats to be retrieved from Bruegel or other
partners + MICROPROD) to be added here

4

http://www.microprod.eu/blog/
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4.5

Podcast

Type

Details

Podcast

MICROPROD will exploit
partners’ (esp. Bruegel’s)
existing audience to
disseminate project results in
diverse and accessible
formats, as well as in
languages other than English.
Podcasts will follow the same
pattern as blog posts and will
be produced as part of
Bruegel’s Sound of Economics
series. They will be especially
relevant when results have
potential to spark a policy
debate, or when a high-level
expert is available.

When

Partner

Status

Pending

when
Bruegel
relevant

(no immediate action
needed, podcasts to
be planned/recorded
around events and
when the project
starts generating
tangible results)

> Target output KPI: 2 podcasts
Target audience KPI: 500 plays per podcast
Monitoring:
Links to each podcast (and main metrics/stats to be retrieved from Bruegel or other partners
+ MICROPROD) to be added here
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5 Media strategy
Type

Details

To reach the general
public, press releases and
success stories will be
launched through
Press and
partners’ established
media
channels (esp. Bruegel
engagement
and IWH); a press
conference will also be
held in parallel with the
policy conferences.

When

Partner

Status

When relevant,
i.e. around project
events, reaching
milestones, and
publishing main
findings.

Bruegel,
Pending
IWH

Target output KPI: at least 3 mentions in the media per year
Monitoring:
Links to each media mention to be added here
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6 Policy Publications
Objectives:
> Extract policy recommendations from the project’s findings and make them available
to policy-makers
> Summarise and provide concise propositions addressing policy-relevant issues
Target group: Policy-makers, Policy-influencers
Responsible: Bruegel

6.1
Type

Policy
papers
Policy papers
will be
disseminated
online
(project and
partners’
websites)
and at
events in
print format.

Policy papers
Details

When

Partner

Status

Interim findings of the
project will be summarised
in a policy paper (D6.2)

Dec
2020

Bruegel

Pending

Pending

WP2 to 5’s findings will each
be summarised in a policy
paper by M33, directly
aimed at a policy audience
(D2.9, D3.5, D4.8, D5.6).

Sept
2021

Bruegel
(with all
WP
leaders)

WP6’s findings will mostly
consist in policy papers:
D6.1 by M20

Aug
2020

Bruegel

Pending

D6.5 by M26

Feb
2021

Bruegel

Pending

D6.3 by M32

Aug
2021

Bruegel

Pending

D6.4 by M32

Aug
2021

UB

Pending

D6.6 by M32

Aug
2021

PSE

Pending

D6.7 by M32

Aug
2021

VU

Pending

> Target output KPI: 10 policy papers
> Target audience KPI: 3,000 online views
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Monitoring:
Links to each policy paper (and metrics/stats from the MICROPROD and partners’ websites)
to be added here

6.2
Type

Policy notes
Details

Like policy papers, policy
notes are aimed at a policy
audience, but adopt a
Policy notes more concise format, and
put a special emphasis on
Policy papers recommendations. Policy
will be
notes will take the form of
disseminated either Policy contributions
online
(20p) or policy briefs (8p).
(project and These publications will be
partners’
produced by Bruegel,
websites)
building upon its editorial
and at
experience, and mostly
events in
building on the policy
print format. papers described above (as
well as any other policyrelevant results of the
project).

When

Partner

Status

Following
the policy
papers
described
above (i.e.
shortly
after)

Bruegel

Pending

> Target output KPI: 10 policy notes
> Target audience KPI: 5,000 online views
Monitoring:
Links to each policy note (and metrics/stats from the MICROPROD and partners’ websites) to
be added here
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7 Academic publications
Objectives:
> Further the understanding of productivity and the reasons for its decline
> Ensure the project’s output academic recognition through publication in peerreviewed journals
Target group: Academics
Responsible: Bruegel

7.1
Type

Working papers
Details

Timeline

Partner

Status

All

Pending

Working papers are the main
output of WP1 to 5, and are
targeted at academia.
Working
papers

They will be presented at
March 2019
MICROPROD’s scientific
to Sept 2021
conferences as well as external
events.
They constitute the evidencebase for policy publications.

> Target output KPI: 25 working papers
Monitoring:
Links to each working paper (and metrics/stats from the MICROPROD and partners’
websites) to be added here
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7.2

Peer-reviewed publications’ submission

Preliminary Note: Given the standard procedures and timelines for journal publication in
economics (i.e. very long, spanning 2-3 years on average), the actual publication of the
project’s working papers into peer-reviewed, journal publications cannot be guaranteed
before the end of the project. With this section, we therefore aim to and will monitor the
submission of MICROPROD’s academic papers to journals.

Type

Details

Timeline

Scientific
publications

When relevant, working papers will
be submitted to peer-reviewed
scientific journals, and will also be
provided in Open Access.

Potentially
during, most
probably
after the
project ends

Partner

> Target output KPI: 15 working papers submitted to journals by the end of the
project.
Monitoring:
List of papers submitted to peer-reviewed publications (and journals’ details/dates) to be
added here
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8 Events
8.1

Policy dialogues

Objectives:
> Disseminate the project’s findings and recommendations to a policy audience
> Get feedback from key stakeholders and policy-makers
> Build the project’s network through formal and informal interaction
Target group: Policy-makers, Policy-influencers
Responsible: Bruegel
Type

Policy
dialogue 1

Policy
dialogue 2

Policy
dialogue 3

Details
Allow to
disseminate
MICROPROD’s policy
implications, and to
get feedback from
policy makers.
Organised at
lunchtime at
Bruegel’s premises,
aim at gathering
approx. 120
participants.

When

Partner /
where

Status

Dec
2019

Completed, took place on 4
Lead:
December 2019:
Bruegel
https://bruegel.org/events/issues@Bruegel
in-productivity-measurement/

June
2020

Lead:
Bruegel
Pending
@Bruegel

June
2021

Lead:
Bruegel
Pending
@Bruegel

> Target output KPI: 3 Policy Dialogues
> Target audience KPI: total of 500 participants for all five policy events (3 dialogues +
2 conferences, see section 8.2 below)
Monitoring:
Add list of events, links to the event and other relevant links (e.g. photos), metrics (no. of
participants incl. livestreams), etc.
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8.2

Policy conferences

Objectives:
> Disseminate the project’s findings and recommendations to a policy audience
> Get feedback from key stakeholders and policy-makers
> Build the project’s network through formal and informal interaction
Target group: Policy-makers, Policy-influencers
Responsible: Bruegel, UCL

Type

Details

Policy
conference
1

Longer events (full day), aim
at approx. 100 participants.
Intended for a broader
audience, to discuss results
and policy implications in a
non-technical way. Will
include press conferences.

Policy
conference
2

When

Partner /
where

June 2021

Lead: Bruegel
@Bruegel

Dec 2021

Lead: Bruegel
@UCL

Status
Pending

Pending

> Target output KPI: 2 Policy Conferences
> Target audience KPI: total of 500 participants for all five policy events
Monitoring:
Add list of events, links to the event and other relevant links (e.g. photos), metrics (no. of
participants incl. livestreams), etc.
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8.3

Scientific conferences

Objectives:
> Get technical and academic feedback on the project’s scientific outputs;
> Keep the project’s outputs at the research frontier;
> Create and nurture an integration culture among partners.
Target group: NSIs, Academics
Responsible: Bruegel, UB

Type

Details

Targeted at NSIs and
Scientific
conference academics; allow
MICROPROD participants to
1
present their work, and for
external academics to
discuss it. ESAB members
will actively participate in
Scientific
these events. A call for
conference papers will be made
2
beforehand to select the
best academic papers
linked to the project.

Timeline
June 2020
(swapped
dates with
Bocconi)

March
2021
(swapped
dates with
Brussels)

Partner

Status
Pending

Lead: IWH
@Bruegel

Lead: IWH
@UB

Planned:
3-5 June 2020 in
Milan
Collocated (coorganised) with the
Annual ERWIT
Conference of CEPR

> Target output KPI: 2 SC
> Target audience KPI: total of 250 participants for both conferences
Monitoring:
Add list of events, links to the event and other relevant links (e.g. photos), metrics (no. of
participants incl. livestreams), etc.
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8.4

Other meetings and events

Objectives:
> Get ad-hoc information and feedback about specific aspects of the project
> Tailor recommendations to stakeholders’ needs and limitations
Target group: NSIs, Academics, policy-makers
Responsible: IWH

Type

Details

Timeline

Partner

Ad-hoc
meetings

Ad-hoc meetings will be organised with policymakers on a bilateral basis (esp. by Bruegel that
will be repeatedly in contact with policymaking
audiences)

N/A

Lead: IWH

Field
visits

Field visits to firms (e.g. to production sites) will
feed in MICROPROD’s research activities and its
stakeholders’ needs analysis

N/A

Lead: IWH

> Target output KPI: tbc
Monitoring:
Add list of meetings, links to the event and other relevant links (e.g. photos), metrics (no. of
participants incl. livestreams), etc.
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